Abstract-New effective techniques to repair "small" design errors in integrated circuits are presented. As semiconductor chip complexity increases and the design period becomes tight, errors frequently remain in a fabricated chip making revisions required. Full mask revision significantly increases the cost and time-to-market. However, since many "small" errors can be repaired by modifying several connections among the circuit blocks and spare cells, errors can frequently be repaired by revising metal layers. Metal only revision takes significantly less time and involves less cost when compared to full mask revision, since mask revision costs multi-million dollars while metal revision costs tens of thousand dollars. In our research, new techniques are developed to further reduce the number of metal layers to be revised. Specifically, we partition the circuit blocks with higher error probabilities and extend the terminals of the signals crossing the partition boundaries to the preselected metal repair layers. Our partitioning and pin extension to repair layers can significantly improve the repairability by revising only the metal repair layers. Since pin extension may increase delay slightly, this method can be used for non-timingcritical parts of circuits. Experimental results by using academia and industrial circuits show that the revision of the two metal layers can repair many "small" errors at low-cost and with short revision time. On the average, when 11.64% of the spare cell area and 24.72% of the extended pins are added to the original circuits, 83.74% of the single errors (and 72.22% of the double errors) can be corrected by using two metal revision. We also suggest methods to use our repair techniques with normal commercial vender tools.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern design, pre-silicon validation becomes quite difficult because of the increased functions and more complex process development. If errors are discovered after chip fabrication, revision is necessary. First silicon debugging requires a labor-intensive engineering effort of many months and it has become the most timeconsuming part (35% on average) of the development cycle of a new chip [1] . The first silicon IC failure rate was reported to be higher than 70% [2] . Full revision including re-design and re-fabrication involves a large cost and causes substantial delay in product development. For example, full mask cost of 65nm technology costs close to 3 million dollars and 32nm technology costs in the range of 6 million dollars [3] while metal revision costs tens of thousand dollars only. Therefore, effective techniques are essential to fix errors found post-silicon. For partial revision, spare cells are fabricated and used to replace the erroneous parts during post-silicon error repair.
The spare cells can be fixed cells like standard cells or flexible reconfigurable cells. The repair method with standard cells has the advantage when the error can be repaired by replacing a small number of standard cells. In cases of several errors or a "huge" error, repair by using standard spare cells can be worse than full revision in terms of wirelength and delay. Repair methods with reconfigurable cells can implement several different functions by configuring cells with overhead in area and delay.
For interconnection revision, re-routing is performed either by a programmable interconnect or by metal layer revision. A standard metal method revises only one via layer to re-route for repair [4] . As shown in Fig. 1 , ViaPath programmed vias are used to modify interconnects by using the vias between metal 3 and 4 layers. Spare cell placement methods are proposed in [5] .
In the Fogclear [6] method, functional errors and electrical errors are repaired by using a focused Ion Beam (when small changes can fix the errors) or by using full revision. [7] showed techniques to resynthesize logic cones within a large design impacted by multiple RTL changes in order to accommodate a late functional engineering change order (ECO). Cone resynthesis flow [7] has 2 parts: (a) a front end subsystem that generates the logic level netlist that is formally equivalent to the ECO'ed RTL and (b) a back end subsystem that places the newly added cells, and incrementally routes the corresponding nets with a minimum disturbance to the majority of the nets in the design. However, post silicon repair is very limited and full mask revision involves a large cost, usually multimillion dollars, for modern technology [8] .
In this paper, we describe new fast and low-cost techniques to repair design errors which can be repaired by changing several connections among the circuit blocks and spare cells. New silicon chips are now designed by integrating a number of circuit blocks. Most of these circuit blocks are reused from other previous designs, and some of them are new blocks. Frequently, design errors are introduced in the new blocks since the reused blocks have usually been verified. When designers can identify more error-prone circuit blocks, we may allocate more repair resources around the blocks so that the errors in the blocks, if any, can be repaired efficiently. Full revision may take several million dollars and a couple of months. Metal only revision, in which all metal layers are redesigned to change the interconnection, takes only a fraction of the cost and revision time. If one can repair by modifying two metal layers, the revision cost and the revision time can be significantly reduced even further. As far as authors know, this is the first report on design repair by using partial metal layer revision.
In Section II, the new fast and low cost repair techniques are described. Currently we revise two metal layers to repair the errors if possible. In Section III, a partitioning technique is described to minimize the revision area. In Section IV, new pseudo-cells are proposed to use our repair techniques with normal commercial placement and routing tools. In Section V, the experimental results are explained. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. FAST AND LOW-COST POST-SILICON REPAIR
When an error is found after fabrication, an efficient repair method can be chosen to correct the error. Repair by using programmable vias on a single via layer as in [4] is a simple way. In this standard metal method, crossbar type switches are formed using a single layer of vias. However, the cross-bar style interconnecting structure requires a large area and delay overhead. Programmable spare cells can reduce mesh crossbar type metal wires. However, programmable cells are large and need control signals. Furthermore, a programmable cell usually has a single output and it is costly to build a multiple output function. To allow for greater flexible routing capability, we adopt a two metal layer revision method so that one horizontal layer and one vertical routing layer are available for repair. New techniques are developed to improve the repairability. Fully verified circuit blocks are usually free from errors, while newly designed or modified circuit blocks are rather susceptible to errors. When the signals from more "error prone" circuit blocks are located through the repair layers, they can be re-routed by revising only the repair layers during the post-silicon repair.
When an error cannot be repaired by revising the repair layers, full metal layer revision or even full mask revision may be required. When an error is found, the correct circuit block should be synthesized by using spare cells. Then the erroneous block is isolated and a new synthesized block is connected by rerouting through the repair metal layers. Fig. 2 shows an example.
We assume circuit block B is in error and block C is the spare block which can implement the correct function. Metal layers 3 and 4 are the repair layers. The erroneous circuit in Fig. 2 (a) can be repaired by re-routing the repair layers to disconnect the connections to block B and to make new connections to block C, as shown in Fig.  2 
(b).
To make the repair possible by revising only the repair layers, all the signals of the erroneous blocks have to go through the repair layers so that they can be disconnected and re-routed. Furthermore, the repair block should be able to be constructed by using the spare cells, and their external signals have to be available to the repair layers. Therefore we extend the terminals of the error-prone blocks and the spare cells to the repair layers. If the number of terminals extended to the repair layers increases, the repairability increases and the overhead in the resource also increases. But this technique is focused on design revision for error-prone new blocks. Most of circuit blocks are verified and reused from other previous designs and new block size is small, so overhead from pre-establishment will not be large.
Repair, if necessary, can be performed as circuit blocks or clusters. "Good" partitioning can minimize the repair cost by reducing the repair block size.
III. PARTITIONING FOR REPAIRABILITY
When the size of the error block to be replaced is small and the size of the new synthesized block to replace the error block is small, the repairability improves. Fig. 3 shows an example. In Fig. 3(a) , an error block S is found and the whole block S is replaced by the repair block RL for repair as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The repair cost (resource) can be reduced, however, when the circuit blocks are partitioned into sub-blocks. For example, when S is partitioned into S1, S2, S3, and S4 and the error can be localized in a sub-block for example S3, then only S3 can be replaced by a smaller repair block RS, as shown in Fig. 3(d) In our current approach, the partitioning is performed based on the following information. First, we use the hierarchical information given by the designer. Second, we partition each block into a sequential (memory, register, flip-flop) part and a combinational part. Since the sequential components have timing issues like clock skew and are frequently larger in size than the combinational components (logic gates), it is advantageous to reuse the sequential parts during repair. Third, the combinational parts bigger than a threshold are partitioned into small sub-blocks. Fig. 4(b) shows the results of simple partitioning of the circuit from Fig. 4(a) . Fig. 4(c) shows our partitioning of the sequential and combinational parts. All the terminals crossing the partition boundaries are extended to the repair layers so that they can be re-routed during repair when needed.
Since sequential spare cells are separately prepared compared to combinational spare cells, the separation of the sequential parts and the combinational parts is very useful during the repairing process. Furthermore, when we extend the I/O signals of the sequential parts to the repair layers, the separation can significantly reduce the circuit block size of the blocks to be replaced.
For example, Fig. 5 shows an example of repair for S27. Since Fig. 5(a) is a simple circuit, partition separates the combinational part and the three registers, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The I/O signals of the registers become extended pins that can be re-routed during repair. When there is a functional error in the combinational part, it can be replaced by spare cells forming a correct circuit, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . The registers can be reused. When there is a missing function, it can also be implemented by spare cells forming a circuit to perform the missing function, as shown in Fig. 5(d) . Sometimes, errors may not be repaired by using two metal layer revision. Then full metal revision or full mask revision should be used with high re-spin cost and period.
The granularity of the partitioning and the amount of spare cells are decided by the designer. Finding the optimal partitioning for good repairability under a given resource is a difficult problem since one cannot predict the errors. The designer may decide the partitioning and the amount of spare cells based on the overhead in area or delay. Since theoretical optimization is difficult, we have developed a new experiment-based optimization technique, for automatic design for repair.
First, we define the repair cost function to reduce the logic area and the routing resources as follows
Repair_cost=(total_circuit_area)×(total_extended_pins)
where the total_circuit_area is the sum of the original circuit area and spare circuit area, while the total_extended_pins is the total number of extended pins of the original circuit and the spare cells. This is to reduce the total circuit area and the routing resources. Now the partition granularity and the amount of the spare cells are determined by using the following exploring algorithm, as shown in Fig. 6 .
For example, when Kp = 50, 50 different partitions are evaluated. If Nr = 3, we average the repair_cost of the three repair trials. If Ke=3, three random errors are introduced and repaired. [9] , 8 error types are discussed, which are gate substitution, extra inverter, extra wire, extra gate, missing gate, missing inverter, multiple inverter, and extra wires. In our present implementation, Kp = 50 and 50 different partitions are evaluated. If Kp is large (fine granularity), the required spare cell area is usually small since a small partitioned part can be replaced. However, the number of extended pins will increase in general, since the fine granularity may cause a greater number of extended pins. Currently Nr = 3 is used to consider the variations depending on the errors. Ke can be varied. If Ke is large more errors can be fixed by using a larger repair cost. A designer can find an appropriate solution in the repairability and cost by adjusting the parameters, Kp, Nr, and Ke.
IV. PSEUDO-INTERCONNECTION AND PSEUDO-CELL TECHNIQUES DURING PHYSICAL DESIGN
In this section, spare cell placement techniques and terminal extension techniques are described. Spare cells can be uniformly preplaced or can be placed with other circuit blocks as in [5] . Since spare cells are not initially connected with other cells, we add the pseudo interconnections between the spare cells and the errorprone circuit blocks. Then a commercial placement tool can place spare cells near the error-prone blocks. The pseudo interconnections are removed after placement. We have devised our repair techniques to use popular commercial tools to avoid developing a new physical design tool as it may require a serious effort. After partitioning as described in the previous section, the terminals crossing the partition boundaries need to be extended to the repair layers. In commercial placement tools, this extension function is not available at this time. Therefore, we developed a new pseudo custom cell approach. An example is shown in Fig. 7 .
In the figure, i1 and i2 need to be connected through extended terminals on a repair layer so that they can be rerouted during repair if necessary. We add a pseudo custom cell on the repair layer. The pseudo-cell contains only a minimum sized wire segment with two terminals of net id i1, and i2. Then a placement tool will place the pseudo custom cells with other cells optimizing any given design objectives. The terminal i1 and i1' (i2 and i2') are to be connected during routing resulting in a complete connection of i1, i1', i2', i2. Design for repair can be applied only for a part of the circuit designed. When many IP blocks are reused and already verified, the spare cells and the extended pins can be added only for unproven risky parts.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To repair design by metal layer revision, a faulty circuit is replaced by a correct circuit implemented by prefabricated spare cells on a chip. One may use either programmable cells or standard cells as spare cells. We compare the area and the number of vias to build a correct circuit (1) by using standard cells and (2) by using programmable cells based on the Via Patterned Gate Array (VPGA) [10] . Two metal layer revision is used for both cases. Table 1 shows the repair experimental results for four benchmark circuits. Example S27 is from ISCAS89 and one of the two S27 circuits is replaced. In Bitsel, a bit selection circuit is added. In the Saturation circuit, the saturation function is added to the 4bit adder, In TM, a missing gate is added at the output stage. The cell area is computed based on SMIC 0.18μm processing technology. A two level Mux tree is used for VPGA programmable cells. Table 1 shows that the standard cells use significantly less area and vias than those of the VPGA programmable cells. This is because programmable cells use a larger number of input ports.
Programmable cells [11] and standard metal [4] methods are used for fast chip fabrication. Even though this technique can also be used for design repair, it is not cost effective since crossbar switches by using the single via layer requires large area. For the same benchmark circuits used in Table 1 and for the same error corrections, two metal layer revision is significantly less costly than standard metal as shown in Table 2 , both in the spare cell area and in the wirelength. Fig. 8 shows the layouts of the corrected S27 circuit using the same scale. In Fig. 8(b) , the spare cells can be placed underneath the crossbar grids.
Since errors cannot be predicted, minimal amount of spare cells and extended pins to correct errors cannot be pre-computed. A procedure to decide the amount of spare cells and extended pins is shown in Fig. 6 . When Kp = 50, Nr = 3, and Ke = 3, we obtained the results shown in Table 3 . In the table, FSMA to FSMD are the industrial finite state machine circuits. AC97 controller (AC97), USB function core (USB), Ethernet IP core (Ethmac), MD5 full chip (MD5), and Reed Solomon decoder (reed_solomon) are from Opencore [12] . To introduce three random errors (Nr = 3), we use three types of errors, gate substitution, missing gate, and extra wire. Then we introduced 1 to 5 new random errors for each circuit and tried to correct the errors. To reduce the dependency on specific errors, we did this experiment 100 times for each case and computed the average repair rates as shown in Table 3 . In the table, the number of cells and the total cell area for each circuit are shown in the 2nd and 3rd columns. Then the repair rates show the successful repair percentages among the 100 trials of random error repairs. The last row shows the average. On the average, when 11.64% of the spare cell area and 24.72% of the extended pins are added to the original circuits, 83.74% of the single errors (and 72.22% of the double errors) can be corrected by using two metal revision. Note that the design for the repair techniques can be applied only for error-prone blocks, so that the design overhead due to the spare cells and extended pins can be small at the chip level.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we developed a new design repair method by using metal layer revision. When a "small" design error is found after mask production, partial metal revision can be an effective repair method which is very cheap and fast when compared to full mask revision. To define the appropriate repair block size, partitioning is used. To decide the amount of spare cells, partition granularity, and thus the number of extended pins, an automatic design for repair procedure is proposed, where the repair success rate and the cost can be controlled by three parameters, Kp, Nr, and Ke. A pseudo-cell technique is also proposed to use commercial placement and routing (P&R) tools during the metal layer revision. So far we have considered functional error repair techniques. Future work includes developing design repair techniques by considering the time delays on the critical paths. 
